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see any changes.Classic cars may be in for a whole new wave of interest.
Unlike the early days of classic car collectors, when owners sought out

old Corvettes and Ferraris to maintain the en vogue status that these
expensive automobiles had earned them, modern collectors are expected

to buy new or used vehicles. They are not only much cheaper than a
classic car, but also available in greater numbers than the old

collectibles, making the barrier of entry much lower. The owners of
these classic automobiles are finding that there’s now a whole new

collection of vehicles out there that are equally or more attractive than
the classics. "I'm in the market for a classic car, I want something older,

and I don't want to get into an expensive car. My cousin just bought a
$99,000 Corvette. It's a collectible, but I don't want to spend that much
money," said Sunny Nguyen, who grew up in a family of car lovers and
inherited a family collection of classic and modern cars. But Nguyen is
also more interested in the new class of cars. "There are a lot of brand
new cars that are just as attractive as the classics," he said. Nguyen’s

friends come from all kinds of backgrounds: people who were raised in
upper-class families, blue collar parents and the like. All the while, they
were driving new or used luxury vehicles. They’ve been outbid or didn’t

really want the classic car. "Everyone wants a new car, everyone has a lot
of money and everyone wants to pay a lot of money, so there’s a lot of

new cars out there," Nguyen said. Because of this, they just haven’t been
able to keep up with the classics, but now there’s a whole new group of
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vehicles they can compete with. The BMW 540i is one of the newer
classics, as is the BMW 3 Series, a luxury car. "It’s a BMW, it
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